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Abstract— Isolated information truthfulness examination is of 
critical significance in cloud store room[2]. It can create the clients 
confirm whether their outsourced information is kept unbroken 
devoid of downloading the whole information[20]. In several purpose 
situations, the clients have to amass their information on multi-cloud 
servers. At the similar occasion, the truthfulness examination 
protocol must be well-organized in arrange to put aside the verifier’s 
price. From the two points, a novel distant information uprightness 
checking model is proposed, which is called as DPDP Distributed 
Provable Data Possession[8]. The replica and refuge sculpt are 
known. Based on the bilinear pairings, a tangible ID-DPDP protocol 
is intended[4]. The planned ID-DPDP protocol is provably protected 
under the stiffness supposition of the normal CDH (computational 
Diffie-Hellman) predicament. In adding together to the structural 
benefits of exclusion of certificate organization, the ID-DPDP 
protocol is also well-organized and supple. Based on the client’s 
approval, the planned ID-DPDP protocol can understand confidential 
verification, delegated verification and community verification[3]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

etwork and computer technology are used in many 
organization. To store their data on remotely they use 

cloud computing. Because of less cost most of us prefer cloud 
computing. Cloud computing is environment where computing 
resources are provided as a service by using internet. 
[10]Cloud computing characteristics arevirtualization,location 
independent.reduces spending of technology.increase 
flexibility.user’s need less training to use.monitor the process 
efficiently,has high availability,allocate the resources 
dynamically.Client want to use multicloud individually 
interact with each other cloud service. Intermediate result are 
collective data and produce final result.Cloud storage moves 
user’s data to remotely locate servers. .[6] Remote data 
integrity checking is important part while using cloud storage. 
[20]Cloud stores the data on multicloud servers. At the time 
integrity checking protocol must be efficient.Multicloud is use 
of multiple cloud servers in a single heterogeneous 
architecture.Multicloud provide advantages of autonomy, 
hybridity and extended capacity that is reduce dependency of 
single vendor, fast working of server and low cost of using it.It  
increase flexibility through choice.[5] Collaboration is new 
way of allotment and authoring computer data through use of 
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cloud computing.Aim of this paper is to increase the 
efficiency of data which is stored in multiple cloud.  
 

 
Fig.1. System Architecture 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Remote  Data Possession Checking- Client store the data in 
public cloud with the help of RDPC Finally it produce the 
probabilistic based result from the server.the main advantage 
is i/o cost reduce.the client perform maintain the data and 
verify the proof[10].to transmit a small amount of data by 
using a challenge/response.it also minimize network 
communication[7]. the  provable data possession (PDP)and 
PDP3 are difficult ,it provide a secure RDPC .but the insert 
operation is not available in dynamicPDP.the another type of 
PDP is a full-dynamic PDP,it provide a flip table for 
authentication. proof of retrievability (POR)is stronger than 
PDP.it verify the client data .the PDP is weaker compare to 
POR The   provable security is much more higher than 
PDP.the efficiency is also high in PDP[9]. The state of the art 
can be found in but few POR protocols are more efficient than 
their PDP counterparts[8]. To test and build POR systems that 
are both efficient and provably secure. Universal data acess is 
the main advandage in cloud storage.Note that one of benefits 
of cloud storage.they are enable with graphical location which 
are indepentent  . 

Modeling ID-RPDC 

To generating the private key,private key generator,client 
and cloud servers are three entity in ID RDPC protocol.both 
are different from each other[11]. 

1. the first entity is PKG .it’s stands for Private Key 
Generator[17].it mainly used for generate a public parameter.it 
also include master server key and master public key. 

2.the second and other important entity is Client.this entity 
store the data in multiple cloud.the consumers or group of 
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consumers store the data in multiple cloud[13].eg..the 
company has multiple  departments.the group of consumer in 
the department store the data in multiple cloud.   

3. the third entity is Cloud Server.the cloud server maintain 
the client data. 

III. ALGORITHM: 

dec arraylist (page_load, cmdsearch_click, DG_row 
command); 

dec integer (i); 
declare string (s,ws,a); 
assign rowscount*(getrow cmdsearch_array()) to rowscount 
assign row to cmdsearch  
for i = 0 to rowscount - 1 
cmdsearch.clear() 
assign pageload(val  object,val event, " ") to Me.load; 
assign ubound(twords) to nfirst; 
for k = 0 to ubound(twords) 
add twords(k) to first; 
close loop[1]; 
for j = 0 to oacalculation.nfreqset() - 1 
check i is not equal to j, if so 
second.clear(); 
assign split(freq_itmset1.item(j), " ") to twords; 
nsecond = ubound(twords) 
for k = 0 to ubound(twords)   add twords(k) to second; 
assign unionfs(first, nfirst, second, nsecond) to unionstr; 
assign assovalue(unionstr) to num; 
assign assovalue(freq_itmset(i)) to dena; 
divide the value of num by dena and assign it to div1a; 
multiply div1a with 100; 
assign the result to confval; 
check confval is greater than or equal to confth, if so 
assign remove(freqitmset (i), freqitmset1 (j)) to status; 
check if the status is equal to 1, if so 
add num to arnum; 
add dena to ardena; 
add(freqitmset (i)+freqitmset1 (j)) to assocrule; 
increment the assocount by 1; 
close condition[1]; 
close condition[2]; 
close condition[3]; 
close loop[2]; 
close loop[3]; 
for i = 0 to assocount - 1 then  
disp1 = disp1 + associationrule(i) + vbcrlf 
obhiding.setasso(disp1); 
obhiding.setnasso(assocount); 
oitemset.itemsetinit(); 
oacalculation.aprioriinit(); 
assoruleinit(); 
related work. 

IV. EXISTING APPROACH 

In existing system there many issues are occur,based on 
data integrity and distributed storage in multi cloud[16].To 

overcome this problem only a capacity limited devices are 
used.the client data will be store in multiple  cloud  servers .so 
the distributed storage is more difficult in existing 
approach.the another drawback is integrity checking[10].  

 

 
 

Fig.2. Experimental Flow Diagram 
 

V. PROPOSED APPROACH 

To compare our ID-DPDP protocol with the other up-to 
date PDP protocols[11]. Second, we analyze our proposed ID-
DPDP protocol’s properties of flexibility and verification. 
Third, we give the prototypal implementation of the proposed 
ID-DPDP protocol. The signature relates the client’s identity 
with his private key[12]. Distributed computing is used to 
store the client’s data in muitiple  cloud servers  and combine 
the multi-cloud servers’ responses to respond the verifier’s 
challenge. 

Secure key processing 

The Secure Key Processing module adds the facility to the site 
to create the random set of keys to verify the user identity as 
well as the data identity by means of a Key Generation 
algorithm that is run by the Generating keys (Based on Hint 
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Words) and mail it to users for decrypting the encrypted 
data[15]. To generate a key in cryptography mainly used for 
encryption is convert into decryption and decryption is convert 
into encryption.the two main algorithms are symmetric key 
algorithms (such as DES and AES) and public key algorithms 
(such as RSA). Symmetric-key algorithm is also called as a 
single shared key algorithm. The second type of  algorithms 
use public key and a private key[16].  Sender send the 
encrypts data. it  also contain with the public key; To decrypt 
the data the private key is must. The working of public key 
algorithm is slow[9] .to generate a keys in two methods they 
are  randomly generated and the another one is pseudo 
generated .it  is a type of step by step procedure used for data 
will be generated randomly . this method provide more 
securityto the user[8]. user to setup the scheme. experimental 
flow  diagram. 

VI. ALGORITHM COMPARISION 

      The comparision of two algorithm is important for 
find the efficient algorithm[12]. Heterogenity algorithm split 
data into different parts but it is not in structural manner.by 
giving standard structural format we use advanced 
heterogeneity algorithm.  

           Data owner select the data for upload,view the file 
content and split the file into three parts.store the three parts in 
the cloud server.using heterogeneity the data retrieve from 
cloud server[1].  Finally the data is ready for searching from 
the user end. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Favorable solutions to ensure data privacy must employ 
flexible data perturbation methods that provide control over 
the tradeoff between the privacy guarantee and the utility of 
the query results[6]. Prevent dynamic data integrity among 
applications hosted by different cloud systems. Proxy services 
are implemented to maintain the authentication and initially 
provide support for simple use cases, later progressing to more 
complex use cases[18,20]. 
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